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Introduction
This unit tests several diverse skills of aural perception, essay writing and analysis of prescribed
works, harmonic analysis and harmonisation of a short SATB passage. It is important that the
teaching of this unit encompasses all these facets of music if the candidate is to secure a good
mark on the paper as a whole. It is also possible to relate listening skills with harmony work in an
integrated approach to teaching.

Comments on Individual Questions
This report will provide exemplification of candidates’ work, together with tips and/or
comments, for a selection of questions. The exemplification will come mainly from questions
which required more complex responses from candidates.
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Question 1(b)
The question is often asked to compare bars of music and these should be familiar at GCSE level
as the 'sequence' question!

Examiner Comments
The sequence is such a common device that it should be known. Whilst the answer 'repetition'
here has an element of the answer, the fact that it occurs at a different pitch is decisive and
therefore only 'sequence' will suffice

Examiner Tip
Students will identify numerous examples of these in their set works. They should
not only see them on the page, but get used to hearing them as preparation for
the listening tests.
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Question 1(c)
This question is common and asks the candidate to describe how a figure is used in the music.
The teaching should highlight common musical procedures such as repetition, sequence, scalic
movement etc. as these are the common devices often tested.

Examiner Comments
This candidate has been able to hear the repeated notes and the scalic movement. 'Increasing
in pitch' was taken to mean ascending/ rises.

Examiner Tip
Although this scores full marks, it is rather untidy and long winded. Again single
words often score the marks, eg. 'repeated notes' 'conjunct' 'inversion' etc.
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Question 1(d)
As in 1(c) more detail and aural analysis is sought about a musical figure. The question is looking
for knowledge of common musical devices

Examiner Comments
This question for two marks reqires two points about rhythm/ melody. Again, the
answers are one or two words such as 'scalic' 'conjunct'. This candidate has tackled one
point on melody and one on rhythm. It could be possible to make two valid points on
just one of these elements.

Examiner Tip
Try to identify only two features. Long answers with too many points often do not
secure full marks.

Question 1(e)
This is a simple aural pitch recognition question. Interval displacement of the octave should be
straight-forward. Students should practice these skills in lessons.

Question 1(f) (i)
The chord recognition here and at fii and fiii is a stock progression that will have been taught in
preparation for the harmony question.
Note that the full and precise chord description must be given. In this case Ic. I on its own
received no marks.

Question 1(f) (ii)
As in fi, V7 (or F7) only for the mark. V (or F) alone = no credit.
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Question 1(f) (iii)
This was a little more straight-forward as just chord I.
As in all these three chords, students should practice common progressions such as II7b-V7-I etc.

Question 1(g) (i)
Simple cadence recognition test. Students should understand and be able to write and hear the
four common cadences.

Question 1(g) (ii)
This question tests whether the candidates can hear and recognise a suspension and appoggiatura
ornament. Extra credit is given for hearing the left hand outlining the tonic triad as a broken
chord.

Examiner Comments
We see here again that two devices are tested in this question. The suspension and
appoggiatura is a typical classical trait in Mozart's cadence treatment and should have
been learnt.

Examiner Tip
The word 'decorated' should have been a clue to the ornament response and the
decoration of the left hand broken arpeggio.
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Question 1(i)
Features of a musical style are often asked. The mark scheme to this question includes generic
features of the Classical Period and not just those appertaining to keyboard music.

Examiner Comments
When studying each prescribed work, it is useful to discuss general features of the
period or style. In this candidate response both happen to relate to the piece.

Examiner Tip
Always identify the most obvious features of a style such as in this
candidate response.
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Question 2(b)
This question asks candidates to make two points about how tonality is established in The Kinks
song.

Examiner Comments
This is a good answer in that the candidate highlights one feature of the harmony and
one relating to the bass line. Many candidates were over-concerned with writing about
E major chords but clearly did not listen to the opening passage.

Examiner Tip
When asked about establishing a key, think about cadences, chords
(in this case the dominant), pedals, melody and bass lines. Again the
set works give numerous examples of how keys are defined in music.
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Question 2(c)
Instrument recognition was universally well known for this piece.
Classical instruments however are not as reliable!

Question 2(d)
This song is based almost entirely on the five note hook, so a question on its use is predictable.
Again, the mark scheme is looking for recognition of a musical device.

Examiner Comments
The identification of the sequence is sufficient for one mark, but direction adds more
detail for two marks. The question also asked about how the figure was developed,
suggesting change. Indeed, it is extended on the third repeat.

Examiner Tip
'Used' often implies that it is repeated in some form. It could be
inverted, played in longer/ shorter note values etc. Students do
need command and knowledge of these terms and devices in these
listening questions.

Question 2(e)
Candidates found this question to be very straight-forward and secured full marks. As has been
mentioned in 2(c) more practice is needed with the sounds and timbres of classical instruments.
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Question 2(f)
Three responses relating to contrast are asked about this bridge section. Marks are credited for
hearing different harmony/chords, a modulation, new bass guitar and drum rhythms, a new/
higher pitched melody, and also for hearing that the hook is not used and there is no electric
guitar. Again, the musical elements of melody, pitch, rhythm, harmony, tonality are all tested.

Examiner Comments
The response in the clip highlights three credit points relating to the chords/lack of
hook (melody) and the pitch of vocals.

Examiner Tip
As has been mentioned in the introduction, try to highlight one
point per musical element as this might generate more marks than
trying to find three repsonses for say the harmony alone.
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Question 2(g)
This was a difficult question and only a few candidates heard the F sharp major chord/ secondary
dominant. Most chose B major (dominant).

Examiner Comments
This reponse was typical, hearing B major as opposed to F sharp major.

Examiner Tip
The score contains clues and details which would have helped in
the response to this question.
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Question 2(h)
A context question such as this requires lateral thinking by the candidates. The answers always
relate to the standard musical elements of pitch, rhythm, harmony, timbre, tempo, melody etc.

Examiner Comments
Two pertinent points here: one relating to major tonality and the second to the
nature of the rhythms in the song.

Examiner Tip
Think about the main musical elements and consider the obvious
relating,in this case, to a 'more positive feeling'.
Tonality and rhythm are the obvious two.
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Question 2(i)
'Double tracking' was either understood or totally misunderstood. The question has two facetswhat does 'Double tracking' mean and what is its effect on the overall sound. Candidates needs to
read questions thoroughly to ensure that they understand this.

Examiner Comments
This candidate has successfully highlighted both aspects of the question posed.

Question 3(a)
Both essays require facts and features of musical styles. To secure top marks as in these two
essays, all points are backed up with apposite examples quoting bar numbers or passage
reference points.
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Examiner Comments
This candidate has itemised many features of the Poulenc both classical
and 20th century. To score full marks is relatively easy if the learning
has been done. The same is true in the second essay comparing the Bach
and Shostakovich works.

Examiner Tip
These questions require thorough preparation and this can be effectively
done as the question format is quite predictable. It is worth knowing
that for the ten mark question, seven points and three locations will
secure full marks, and in the eighteen mark question, twelve vaild points
and six locations will equate to full marks.
The best essays had a plan (often in tabular format) which was then
converted into prose.
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Question 3(b)
The same comments as made about the previous essays apply equally for 3b.
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Examiner Comments
The essay on stylistic features of 'Se quema la chumbamba' secured a relatively easy full marks for
many of the candidates. There are lots of features about the instruments, harmony and rhythm that
contribute to its genre as Cuban Son. The second essay comparing the Faure and Tavener vocal works
was a little more demanding but nevertheless had many credit points in the mark scheme.

Examiner Tip
Candidates should draw up an essay plan as these tend to lead to concise, fluent and cohesive
answers. Without a plan, points are frequently repeated, and candidates switch randomly between
works, often making incorrect statements as they have forgotten where they are! Again, if candidates
have difficulty with written prose, a bullet pointed answer/ tabular format might be best for them.
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Question 4(a)
This question should be quite straight-forward as all the notes are given on the score. If these
have been taught, this is a straightforward 5/8 marks every year.

Examiner Comments
This full mark answer demonstrates correct chords precisely defined
with inversion symbols, added notes etc.

Question 4(b)
Key identification. Clues are given on the skeleton score, including added accidentals, chords,
melody direction, cadences etc.

Question 4(c)
The pedal is a common device and one studied at GCSE level. This particular example was
actually a tonic pedal as the music at that point has modulated to F major. However, 'pedal' on its
own would suffice for the mark.
Note: some candidates wrote 'drone' which has properties of a pedal but were awarded no marks.
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Question 5
The completion of five chords should be quite straightforward but reveals many problems each
year, including consecutive 5ths and 8ths, augmented intervals, chords with wrong notes, poor
part-writing, doubled leading notes etc.
This year, the use of a minor key caused extra problems and it is advised that more practice is
needed in this mode.

Examiner Comments
This example is clear. 5 correct chords for 10/12 marks and 2 passing notes for extra credit
= 12/12.
The candidate displays good understanding of vocal part-writing, with a high tenor part
and strong contrary motion bass to the treble. The three last chords form a stock Ic-V7-I
cadence.

Examiner Tip
The last three chords will often form a traditional progression and should be completed
first. Then the first two chords can be worked to complete the passage. Candidates are
advised to use only primary and secondary triads and to keep things simple. Many passing
notes often cause errors in part-writing. Only a maximum of two marks is allowed, so it is
best just to write in two examples.
Finally, do not foret the all-important consecutive checklist - SA/ST/SB/AT/AB/TB. It is
surprising how many candidates do not carry this out and lose many valuable marks!
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It was found that many candidates performed well in one or two areas of the paper, but clearly
had also neglected other aspects of the unit. There were examples of excellent essays but poor
harmony work etc. This is a shame as a high aggregate mark can be obtained from working at
the unit as a whole. As a general comment, the weakest answers were in questions 1 and 2 and
some of the strongest in the essay quesitons which had obviously been thoroughly well learnt and
revised.
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